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3.01.10 
Think independently 

 
People’s collective and individual Ego, their apparently limitless arrogance, now has 

grown so big that “Guru” has become a curse-word, an insult if used against you. Many 
teachers are ‘forced’ to quickly say that they’re no ‘guru’, people(’s egos) don’t have to be 
afraid. Meditation-courses advertise with “no guru-fuss”. 

In the (mainstream) spiri-circles there is a broad consensus that you have to think 
independently, never deliver your self up to a master or guru. 

Spiris repeat after each other how disappointing it is and unbelievable that, again, a 
seemingly trustable good-hearted guru has been ‘demasked’ as a ‘fraud’, as someone after 
money, power and sex instead of merely humbly enlightening people. You can hardly read 
their lament and judgement without feeling their actual happiness about the dethronement 
beyond their used words. They lie. They’re happy. It is Ego ‘who’ is happy in fact. It seeks 
and found confirmation that one shouldn’t listen to anyone unless what someone says is in 
compliance with its own ego-structure, pattern of beliefs about (its constructed) reality. 

‘Think independently’. As if that exists. What a bullshit. What a Lie that Ego – 
secretly of course – adores. Wet pants immediately, if the word ‘independency’ is used. Your 
thoughts however simply don’t exist. You’re part of a big Mind, of a whole human and ‘even’ 
bigger Sphere. Never even one independent thought came to you from outside – or are you so 
‘clever’ to believe that a thought comes from ‘inside’ – from your brains? Never had same 
thoughts as ‘someone else’ or thinking about a same subject at the same time, ‘independently’ 
of each other? Coincidence? 

Wet pants as well if you hear the word ‘Oneness’. But I’ll ask you straight, oh Stupid 
Ego, Straight from Man to Whore: how for god’s sake can you combine ‘independency’ and 
‘Oneness’? What a fucking Lie. Or: total stupidity. You may choose. Are you a liar or are you 
stupid? As you are so independent, I’m sure you can make a very balanced choice and defend 
your great choice against any possible wisdom. 

Spiris, Somewhere you do realize that you’re on a big ego-trip. Only you don’t dare to 
Let this ‘Somewhere’ be Touched. You’re afraid of ‘your’ Darkness, you, in your common 
self-obsession, are afraid the Darkness is your Darkness. Why don’t you feel honestly ‘your’, 
deeper, happiness when again a teacher or especially a guru has been tied to the pillory, ‘your’ 
happiness if it turns out that he, also he – it’s normally a he, the one who went astray∗ – is 
human, that he lied about having overcome the ego and having become Pure Love or 
Consciousness or Light or Peace. In the end this is not your happiness. It’s an Egoic Force in 
itself that is relieved if the master is ‘wrong’, if he appears to make love with another woman 
or even more than one next to his wife, if it turns out that whatever… 

To be absolutely clear about it, I don’t support in any sense the lying that many 
masters and teachers seem to have to do. In their struggle they half-unconsciously lie just like 
you. I can and sometimes do get very angry or even furious about it. That’s an expression of 

                                                
∗ Why would this be so? Let’s think ‘independently’ about this. I won’t tell you. 
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my natural inborn disgust of Lie – in itself this is not better at all than the Lie itself. It’s just 
living my nature. I don’t have a judgement about their lying though, not in any sense. My 
anger is what it is and appears to be natural part of Transcending the Lie. The Lie of Ego 
‘needs’ or is by Divine Nature asking to be Touched, Consciously and Energetically.  
 

The Real Spiritual Process Beyond the show of Wisdom, of supposed spiri-
intelligence, and Beyond playing with energies (to feel better or at all to Feel some 
experience) like in a kindergarten, kindergarten for grown-ups, is, like it was also always 
already in ancient times, about Seeing ‘your’ Ego in the Eye and, in Fact and instead of you 
seeing or trying to See it, Letting it be Seen and Shown by and in the Mirror. For that, for the 
ego to be Truly Humiliated, Which is All you Want, it has to be Confronted, and therefore to 
be Brought in Relation. Tinkering with your own ego won’t work. The Ego is the (incidental 
and structural) Refusal to be (Wholly even) in Relation – Refusal to be unDone as self 
therefore. 

In reference to the previous part of this text I made this point here to say that Ego is 
happy – or in fact temporarily relieved – when a Mirror turns out to be no (clean or at all no) 
Mirror, when it is confirmed in its conviction that indeed it shouldn’t Surrender but stay 
safely independent, keep on trying to find back Oneness by itself cosily together with other 
selves instead of in True Confrontation with That Which is Beyond the usual self-obsession 
and therefore – more, or at all – a mirror. 

As an army of separate selves we shall and do march towards the Holy Land of 
Oneness. We shall support each other on our way to become the perfect intelligent conscious 
independent self totally in love and peace and fulfilment. Oh we are so goddamn brave, to 
think independently, we are so honourably fucking arrogant and it doesn’t matter because 
most are like that. And anyway the Lord shall forgive us, because we mean it so well, our ego 
means it always so well for ourselves and for even all other selves, how generous, how great-
hearted. 

Everybody bowed for the same Seducing Ego-Force. Is that independence? Or did you 
bow in a very specific unique beautiful way for it, not so ugly slimy sneakily as your 
neighbour? 

The thought to (have to and want to) think independently and to even be independent 
comes into existence in an even endless Sphere or morphogenetic Field of Lie, of Illusion or 
Maya as it is called sometimes – and incredibly strong as it is, an Octopus with billions and 
billions of arms that takes you as soon as you move. 

This all doesn’t let alone the fact that one must be Strong and Intelligent already to be 
Able to Surrender to Truth in the form of (a) Guru. The already Intelligent one would never 
try to surrender to a guru who is not worthy in that respect and anyway, one cannot in that 
case, only egoically ‘surrender’. 

If not, if you don’t want to be that Strong yet, that means that you, therefore, 
Surrender to Ego-Force, for the time being, as long as it takes. But you think with your 
independent thoughts, which somehow happen to be exactly or almost exactly the same as 
everybody else’s independent thoughts, that you can sneak through, that you don’t have to 
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Surrender to (a) Guru, nor to the Egoic Force. I’m sorry. You’re fooled. This is, already, the 
Seducing Egoic Separative Force making ‘you’ think or secretly assume this. You’re wholly 
lived by the Egoic Force and you don’t recognize it, as the identification is complete. It seems 
Ego is somewhere else, in others, or only sometimes appearing in you, in some situations 
popping up from out of the Dark. I’m sorry. It’s always there. Your bow for it was total. But 
the Egoic Force manages to make you think otherwise. You don’t understand even 1% of its 
huge huge cleverness. It plays with you. And you let yourself be played with. It lets you think 
that you are the player, that you think independently, that you are free, that you give 
something to people, that you are a victim or that you are not a victim, that you… 

If You, Beyond yourself, want to be Relieved of these Illusions, of your unconscious 
bowing, you’ll Have to Bow, Selflessly, for the Mirror, for the Guru. 

It’s hopeless as long as ‘you’ think that ‘your’ thoughts are ‘yours’. Guru is Mirroring, 
Reflecting back your Lie that isn’t yours but that ‘you’ came to identify with. And even that 
one who identified is no one, is empty. It’s just a Force that Needs to Be Seen, by another 
Bigger Force. In other words, the Female Force Needs to Be Seen by the Male Force, 
Recognized as Being Part of Itself. 

Not a bad definition of ‘ego’: the illusion of independence. 


